
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

What was a Roman legion? How exactly did soldiers train for battle? 
And why did they have to 'march like a tortoise'? Find out the answers 
to these questions and many more in this complete guide to life in the 
Roman army. Filled with fascinating facts and grisly detail, you'll 
uncover what life was like in the army camp, how soldiers planned a 
siege and even why they catapulted creepy-crawlies at the enemy! 

 

With silver foil on the cover and quirky colour illustrations on every page 
by award-winning artist Tom Froese. 

This funny book shows the beauty of our planet – and why it needs our 
help. Perfect for Earth Day! 

The third hilarious adventure featuring loveable Lin, everyone's favourite 
Bad Panda. A documentary crew have come to the zoo, to film 
everyday life with the animals. The only thing is that the reality is a bit 
boring so they ship in some animal actors. Lin and her best friend Fu are 
less than impressed with turn of events. Together with some disgruntled 
insects, the crazy characters unite to create an authentic show about 
real zoo life that promises to be anything but boring! 

 

Jack, the worst diver, in the worst diving team in Damp Bottom, sees his 
luck change when a new pupil with magical abilities joins the school. But 
trouble soon strikes and when the fate of the entire world is at stake, 
Jack’s team discovers helping your friends is more important than winning. 
It’s a good story to encourage teamwork, working together and resilience. 
With fun and absorbing illustrations by Luna Valentine, Jack Splash is ideal 
for independent readers in lower KS2 and less confident readers in UKS2. 

The first book in a new irresistible graphic novel series for young readers, 
featuring a cool detective dressed in her cat-ear hoodie. Meet Miss Cat, a 
private eye with ears on her hat and a nose for mystery! Miss Cat is always 
keen to get her claws into a new case. When Mr Maximus comes to her 
detective agency, searching for a kidnapped canary, the scene is set for a 
tale of crafty crooks, strange secrets, and a huge helping of animal magic. 

Life is going well for Rex until the school's guinea pigs suddenly vanish from 
the pet show. As a dinosaur-turned-PE teacher, Rex immediately gets the 
blame. Determined to prove he hasn't eaten any beloved pets, Rex – 
along with his friends Sandra, Anish and Bigfoot – set out to solve the 
guinea pig mystery. But first they must face up to the shifty city mayor, 
Jimmy Prigg, and then Rex must go undercover on a daring intergalactic 
rescue mission. 



 


